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large scale problems are solved with the help of parallel
computing. Utility computing provides the resources on the
basis of metered services which means that the users will
have to pay on the basis of amount they consumed the
services. SAAS is a part of the service model of cloud
computing. It provides the network based subscription to the
applications. Cloud Computing involves the services from
all of the above given environments. In other terms it
provides IT resources anywhere and at anytime to the user
[3].

Abstract - Cloud computing is the architecture in which
cloudlets are executed by the virtual machines. The most
applicable virtual machines are selected on the basis of
execution time and failure rate. Due to virtual machine
overloading, the execution time and energy consumption is
increased at steady rate. In this paper, BFO technique is
applied in which weight of each virtual machine is calculated
and the virtual machine which has the maximum weight is
selected on which cloudlet will be migrated. The performance
of proposed algorithm is tested by implementing it in
CloudSim and analyzing it in terms of execution time, energy
consumption
Keywords: VM migration, Cloudlet, virtual machines,
CloudSim

I. INTRODUCTION
A large pool of systems which gather together in a public or
private environment for providing resources in a shared
manner is known as the cloud computing system. This
provides a dynamic scalable infrastructure for the
organization as well as the data stored. There is a reduction
in the cost computation, application hosting, content storage
and delivery with the help of cloud computing technique.
There are direct cost advantages achieved due to the
utilization of this technique [1]. Also, the data center is to be
transformed from a capital-intensive set up to a variable cost
environment.
Fig. 2 Cloud Computing Service Models

Enterprises can choose to deploy applications on Public,
Private or Hybrid clouds. Cloud Integrators can have a
crucial impact on determining what the right cloud path for
each organization is. Public clouds are owned and operated
by outsiders. They convey better economies of scale than
customers, as the infrastructure costs are spread among a
mix of users, giving every individual customer an attractive
minimal cost, "Pay-as-you-go" model. Private clouds are
built exclusively for a single enterprise [4]. They aim to
address concerns on data security and offer greater control,
which is typically lacking in a public cloud. Hybrid Clouds
join both public and private cloud models. With a Hybrid
Cloud, service providers can use outsider Cloud Providers
in a full or partial manner which helps in expanding the
flexibility of computing. The Hybrid cloud environment is
capable of giving on-demand externally provisioned scale.
The ability to augment a private cloud with the resources of

Fig. 1 Cloud Computing Environment

The availability of cloud computing requires Software,
hardware, application, platform, infrastructure and storage
with an internet connection. There are certain steps involved
within the cloud computing systems [2]. In grid computing
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a public cloud can be utilized to manage any unexpected
surges in workload [5].

demonstrate that PRS performs superior to those algorithms,
and can effectively improve the performance of a cloud data
center.
The authors proposed in this paper [10], an algorithm for
allocating tasks to resources that minimizes the
infringement of the tasks' time requirements. The exact time
scheduling of the tasks on the resources is then decided by
considering the time constraints. Experimental results
demonstrate that the proposed algorithm outperforms other
scheduling algorithms for various values of the granularity
and the load of the task requests.
The authors discussed in this paper [11], open challenges
connected with energy efficient resource allocation.
Accessible techniques presented are summarized based on
the energy-efficient research dimension taxonomy. The
focal points and inconveniences of the existing techniques
are comprehensively analyzed against the proposed research
dimension taxonomy. On the basis of this study various
techniques are enlisted which can be utilized as per their
benefits.

Fig. 3 Deployment Models

The authors proposed in this paper [12], two energycognizant task consolidation heuristics, which aim to
maximize resource utilization and explicitly consider both
dynamic and mobility energy consumption. The heuristics
assign every task to the resource on which the energy
consumption for executing the task is explicitly or implicitly
minimized without the performance degradation of that
task. Based on the experimental results, the heuristics
demonstrate their technique provides higher efficient
energy-saving capability.

The cloud resources are to be allocated is a proper manner
and this is a prior objective of this system. It is to be made
sure that the financial profit is the highest in the selected
architecture [6]. One of the major function of cloud
computing is the allocation of resources in which the
resources are distributed in a proper manner. For the
purpose of satisfying the requirements of users, resource
allocation relates to provide commodities that are services.
It is done keeping is mind the perspective of the consumer.
The economy of the industries is increased by the proficient
resource allocation results provided. The clients enter the
resources at very less chances for a small job when the skill
is to be deployed as a service. In the certain systems, the
resource allocation as well as the scheduling for providing
proper coordination for the job resources is done by
including a key [7]. There should be no violation of the set
of constraints during this resource allocation process. There
is no prediction of which resources are perfect for the
allocation in a particular job provided by the cloud users.
The perfect resource allocation procedure involves the
proficient allocation along with the least number of
resources to be used. This will help in providing maximum
profit for the users. The main aim of resource allocation
strategy is to provide resources from team for the purpose of
concurrent allocation in the cloud computing environment
[8].

The authors proposed in this paper [13], a dynamically
hierarchical, resource-allocation algorithm for multiple
cloud nodes collaborating in big data environment. Both
theoretical and experimental results represent that the
proposed algorithm outperforms the MinMin algorithm in
terms of communication traffic and makespan. The results
demonstrate that DHRA can reduce message number and
communication traffic significantly, with the equal or even
less tasks finishing time as compared with MinMin.
The authors proposed in this paper [14], a pragmatic
approximated solution with the accompanying two steps.
Every participant solves its optimal problem independently,
without consideration of the multiplexing of resource
assignments. It is demonstrated that Nash equilibrium
dependably exists if the resource allocation game has
feasible solutions. The advanced problem considered in this
paper which is related to a large proportion of cloud-based
computing services.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The authors introduced in this paper [9], an interval number
theory to portray the uncertainty of the computing
environment and a scheduling engineering to mitigate the
impact of uncertainty on the task scheduling quality for a
cloud data center. Based on this design, a novel scheduling
algorithm (PRS1) is presented. The experimental results

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this research work, BFO algorithm is been applied to
resolve node failure in the cloud network. In present
algorithm there are number of nodes available. From these
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nodes, the candidate node will be chosen on the basis of
failure rate and minimum execution time. Here Master
node sets threshold value which includes two parameters
amongst which one is failure rate and other is maximum
execution time. The nodes which have equal to and less
failure rate and minimum execution time are elected as
candidate nodes by the master node. The node which has
value equal to and less than this threshold value is selected
as a candidate node. N1 has smaller value than threshold
value so it will be a candidate node. N2 has one parameter
less and other is higher so it will not be chosen as a
candidate node. N3 has value equal to the threshold so, it
will be selected as a candidate node 2. Again N4 has a
greater value than threshold value and so it will not be
selected as candidate node. After the selection, candidate
node will start performing its tasks. We will also enter
number of tasks in this scenario. Suppose, during execution
of task one node moves from its location, and then failure
occurs at that point. To overcome this problem a novel
technique has been proposed which overcome the problem
of failure due to mobility of the node. In the proposed
algorithm, we have added a new parameter in the present
algorithm that is master node time. Master node time is the
result time to join the end users. It is for node collaboration.
For this we have formulae which are as follows:
1.

2.
3.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed algorithm can be implemented in CloudSim
as it is very difficult to make real time simulation as large
scale. In the performance of existing technique and
proposed algorithm is compared in terms of execution time,
energy consumption. The simulation parameters are given
in the table 1
TABLE 1 SIMULATION PARAMETERS
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E-cost= maximum execution time + Time taken by the
master node (master node time). After that we will
calculate profit of each node.
Profit of each node = E-cost+ Failure node of each
node
Weight of each node=
No. of tasks + maximum
execution time/ Profit
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Fig. 4 Execution Comparison

As shown in the figure 4, the execution time of the proposed
and existing algorithm is compared and it is been analyzed
that due to fault recovery in the network , the execution time
is reduced in the proposed technique.
Execution time= Time at the end of the algorithm- Time at
the start of the algorithm – (1)

The node which has the highest weight is chosen. Weight
will be calculated according to the above mention formulae.
IV. PSEUDO CODE
Begin
Step 1: Get list of all VMs working on all hosts.
Step 2: Initialize no migration is done.
Step 3: Get resource utilization, failure rate, and execution
time of all machines.
Step 4: Built transition matrix for hosts and VMs.
Step 5: Loop will execute until all machines on over utilized
hosts are migrated.
Step 5.1: Calculate the current utilization of each host for
that particular VM that needs migration.
Step 5.2: Check creation history of the VM.
Step 5.3: Compare increase in utilization of selected hosts
with other hosts.
Step 5.4: Select host for which increase in utilization is
minimum End loop
Step 5.6: If maximum utilization exceeds upper utilization
threshold go to step 5.1.
Step 6: Else choose that particular host for migration.
Step 7: return migration List
END
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Fig 5 Space Utilization

As shown in the figure 5, the proposed and existing
algorithms are compared in terms of space utilization and it
is been analyzed that when the fault is recovery in the
network, space utilization is reduced and network efficiency
is increased
18
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Space Utilization = Resource consumed per unit seconds *
total number of seconds - (2)

[5]

The space utilization is calculated with the formula given in
the equation 1, in which per unit bandwidth consumption is
multiplied with the time

[6]

[7]

VI. CONCLUSION
It has been concluded that due to dynamic architecture of
cloud, uncertainties may happen in the network. The most
applicable virtual machines are selected on the basis of
execution time and failure rate. The BFO algorithm is
applied, which will migrate the task of virtual machine that
gets overloaded. The performance of proposed algorithm is
tested in CloudSim and it is analyzed that execution time is
reduced with the energy consumption.

[9]
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